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 SERVICE CATEGORIES 

 
 
Non-Monitored Open Access (0%): Access to parks and park amenities which does not 

include supervision or oversight by staff and/or volunteers. Activity is self-directed by the user or 
participant. [Examples: bike park, basketball courts, tennis courts, soccer fields, baseball fields, shelters, 
dog walking] 
 
Community Events (10%): Large-scale events that appeal to a broad portion of the community 

regardless of age, ability/skill, family composition, etc. These events are highly intensive and typically 
occur on an annual basis. [Examples: Summerfest, concerts in the park, egg hunt, drive in movies) 
 
Contracted Programming (0-15%): Outside organization utilizing park space to offer 

programming or to run a business. 
 

Tier 1: (0%) 
Non-specialized supervised activity, accessible, unscheduled drop-in, self-directed, low impact 
to the park.  [Example: camp playground & shelter use, basalt nature camp, camp chip a tooth, 
preschool aged activities, strider riders] 
  
Tier 2: (0-10%) 
Specialized activity with a coach, unscheduled drop-in access to the park with impact to park 
maintanence.  [Example: Durango devo team, CRMS bike team, yoga class] 
 
Tier 3: (10-15%) 
Specialized activity with a coach, scheduled onsite programming with drop-off and pickup at the 
park. This tier has high impacts to park maintanence. [Example: AVSC, Roaring Fork Cycling, 
Yewflow] 

 
Rentals: Space or facilities rented for exclusive use by an individual or group.  

Community Rentals (10-50%): Open to the public. [Example: Roaring Fork Soccer, little 
league, USTA tennis, BMX race nights.] 
Private Rentals (110%): Invite only, not open to the public. [Examples: Wedding, birthday 
party.] 

 
Special Events (80-110%): Events designed for a target market, market niche, or a special 

interest. [Examples: BMX State Race, Strongman Competition, Lacrosse Tournament] 

 
Drop-in Monitored Access (80-110%): Access to parks and park amenities which does not 

require registration or instruction but includes supervision or oversight by staff and/or volunteers. 
Activity is self-directed by the user or participant. [Examples: air bag drop-in nights] 
 
Merchandise Sales (125%): non-consumable goods for purchase at various parks and 

recreation facilities. [Examples: hats] 


